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Work 1 

New Words 

1.spaceship                                      6.spacesuits 

2.journey                                         7.creature 

3.visualise                                        8.surprise 

4.fascinated                                    9.strange 

5.fitness                                        10.photographs 

 

Work 2 

Word Meanings 

1. vast – huge, wide 

2. fire-flies – insects that give out light 

3. noiselessly – without making any noise 

4. grown-ups – adults 

5. astronaut – a person who is trained to travel in a spacecraft 

6. courageous – brave 

7. dangerous – likely to cause harm or injury 

 

Work 3  

State True or False 

1. Bina was rejected by the New World Space Research Centre.  False 

2. When Bina cut the cake, She missed her parents and brother.  True 

3. Karen applied some antiseptic lotion on alien’s injured arm. False 

4. Bina was the fifth child astronaut. False 

5. Bina and Karen missed their families in space. True 

 

Work 5 



Answer the following questions 

1. What had Bina written in the online form that she filled? 

Ans . Bina wrote that she loved the sky and stars and that she was not afraid of travelling in space. 

2. What did Bina and Karen want to find out in space? 

Ans Bina and Karen wanted to find out if there was anyone like them in space. 

3. Mention any three things about the appearance of Mr. Alien. 

 Ans Mr Alien was three feet tall, had green skin and blue eyes. 

4. Why did Karen oppose the idea of bringing the creature inside the spaceship at first? 

Ans Karen opposed the idea at first because she thought the alien may be dangerous.  

5. Why was the New Year celebration special for Bina? 

Ans The New Year celebration was special for Bina because she was travelling in space and had an 

alien also at the party. 

 

Work 6 

Make Sentences  

1. space  

2. online 

3. dangerous 

4. wonderful 

5. surprise  

 

 

 


